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ABSTRACT

Gametogenesis and spawning in lamellibranch molluscs may be controlled by either exogenous or endogenous factors. Though the factors like salinity or temperature in such studies have been widely elaborated by various workers, the endogenous regulation still remains in its infancy. Our experimental studies, based on the classic histological staining of the neurosecretory material, have revealed neurosecretory cells in the central ganglia of lamellibranch molluscs. The tinctorial properties of these cells may vary from species to species. The pyriform (pear-shaped) neurosecretory cells from cerebral ganglia revealed such endogenous regulation system affecting the release of sex products. There exists four successive stages in the passage of neurosecretory product within the sell body. This has been extensively worked out in case of Perna islandica from Ratnagiri coast. The data have been correlated with the gonad maturation stages and spawning.

INTRODUCTION

Reproduction in Indian lamellibranch molluscs has been studied extensively. Much of the literature is concerned with reports on annual breeding period. Reproduction is cyclical, and it may be annual, semiannual, or continuous. Reproductive phases such as gonad development, spawning and fertilization, and development and growth, functioning continually in coordination with seasonal environmental changes, produce the pattern characteristic of a species in a given area. The timing and duration of reproductive activity may be determined through interaction between endogenous and exogenous factors. The synchronization of breeding periods with the environmental conditions most favourable for the development and growth of the progeny is obviously significant for reproductive success. Though voluminous publications on the reproduction in lamellibranchs from Indian coastal waters exist, little attention has been given on endogenous regulating system during gonadal maturation and spawning in these animals. In this report we cover the work carried in different laboratories in abroad and India, including our laboratories on the endogenous regulating system during gonadal maturation and spawning of these molluscs.

In bivalve molluscs, nervous system and hormonal apparatus are not sharply separated and no endocrine glands have so far been encountered. It is, therefore, possible that hormonal activity is restricted to the nervous system itself. Thus, nervous system and hormonal system are interrelated structurally and functionally, which is supported by the fact that the secretory cells occur in ganglia of these molluscs. The nervous system plays a role in neurotransmission as well as in the synthesis and discharge of secretion. Neurons secrete both neurohumors and neurohormones. Studies on neurohumors have involved their chemical nature (Milton and Gosselin 1960; Sweeney 1963; Zs Nagy et al 1965; Paparo 1972; Stefano and Aiello 1975), their control of ciliary activity (Aiello 1962, 1970; Paparo and Aiello 1970) and their influence on oxygen consumption (Moore et al 1961; Moore and Gosselin 1962).

Neurosecretion in bivalves has been reviewed by Gabe (1965,1963), Lubet (1966, 1973), Martoja (1972), and Golding (1974). The development of subject has been hampered by the presence of shell, by the diffuse distribution of the neurosecretory cells, and by the ignorance of the chemical nature of the neurohormones. Presence of neurosecretory cells has been demonstrated by classic histological studies on a number of species. Their number and location vary among species. Neurosecretory cells are located in cerebral and visceral ganglia. In higher lamellibranchs, neurosecretory cells are less numerous and more localized. These cells are generally found in the dorsal caps of cerebral ganglia and the dorsal cell layar of
visceral ganglia (Lubet 1965a, 1959; Nagabhusanam 1963, 1969; Nagabhushanam and Mane 1973; Mane 1986). The neurosecretory cells were found to be less numerous in the cerebral ganglia than in the visceral ganglia. The presence of neurosecretory cells in the pedal ganglia is controversial. However, Gabe (1955) and Lubet (1955a) conclude that they are absent in *M. edulis* or *M. galloprovincialis*, but Umiji (1969) in *Perna perna* and Nagabhushanam et al. (1972) in *Mytilus (Perna) viridis*, have recorded them as present on the pedal ganglia. The neurosecretory cells have been reported to occur in all ganglia of freshwater mussels *Unio tumidus* (Fahrmann 1961), *Dreissena polymorpha* (Antheunisse 1963), *Lamellidens marginalis* and *L. corrianus* (Muley 1985).

In most species neurosecretory cells are small or medium-sized, with an approximate diameter of 20 μm. Neurosecretory perikarya are avoid or pyriform. The general histological features are similar to those of plasmochrome cells, but neurosecretory perikarya can be distinguished by the marginal position of the Nissl bodies and the presence of acidophilic secretions in the cytoplasm (Gabe 1955, 1966). Different categories of neurosecretory cells have been distinguished, based on their size and morphology. In *M. edulis* and *Chlamys varia* some neurosecretory cells are pear-shaped, unipolar, and up to 25 μm, while others are small and multipolar (Lubet 1959). Pear-shaped (type I) and oval-shaped (type II) neurosecretory cells were distinguished in *Crassostrea virginica* and *Meretrix casta* (Nagabhushanam 1963, 1969) and *Katelysia opima* (Nagabhushanam and Mane 1973). Different categories of neurosecretory cells have also been reported in the freshwater mussel, *U. tumidus* (Fahrmann 1961).

The appearance and position of neurosecretory products within the perikarya vary with the stage of the neurosecretory cycle (Lubet 1955a, b; 1959; Gabe 1966; Gabe and Rancurel 1958; Blake 1972; Nagabhushanam et al. 1972). In some cells neurosecretory granules are few, while in others they are abundant and remain discrete. In still other cells, neurosecretory products are present in lumps or pools. The discharge of neurosecretory products is characterized by cytoplasm and the presence of small quantities of secretory products between the vacuole and axon hillock (Gabe 1966). The transport of neurosecretory substances are not very distinct in marine bivalves. Neurosecretory products have been observed in the axon hillock and proximal parts of the interganglionic paths of the axon, but they disappear in the neuropile and are not seen in the communicative branches, commissures or nerves leaving the ganglia. Endocrine glands or neurohemal organs have not been identified in bivalve molluscs. Umiji (1969) has reported that a neurohemal area exists on the cerebral commissure of *P. perna*.

The transport of neurosecretory substances by axons, intermediate cells, and possibly glial cells has been suggested by Lubet (1955b) and Umiji (1969). Several authors have suggested that glial cells play a role in storage and transport and that glial cells and epineurons can function as neurohemal organs (Fahrmann 1961; Antheunisse 1963). However, the chemical nature transport, and fate of neurosecretory products is not clearly established in bivalves.

Cyclical activity in neurosecretory cells was observed by histological studies on *C. varia* and *M. edulis* (Lubet 1955a, 1559), *Spisula solidissima*, *M. casta*, *Yoldia* sp. *Modiolus demissus* and *Mullna lateralis* (Nagabhushanam 1963, 1969), *K. opima* (= Nagabhushanam and Mane 1973), *P. perna* (Umiji 1969), and *Argopecten* (= *Arcticapecten*) *irradians* (Blake 1972). Seasonal changes in cyclic activity have been related to the reproductive cycle. However, Welsh and Antheunisses (1963) have pointed out that the reproductive cycle is usually seasonal and in turn related to such environmental factors as temperature, food abundance, and light.

Investigations by Lubet (1956, 1959) demonstrated distinct annual neurosecretory cycle in the pear-shaped neurosecretory cells of the cerebral ganglia in temperate species, *M. edulis* and *M. galloprovincialis*. The annual neurosecretory cycle and gametogenesis cycle in these mussels appear to be closely correlated. Secretory material is accumulated in the cerebral ganglia during gametogenesis, and the evacuated from the cells when the gametes become fully mature. The small multipolar neurons and the neurosecretory cells of the visceral ganglion in these mussels showed continuous activity.
thoughout the year. These observations were confirmed in oyster C. virginica by Nagabhushanam (1963, 1964). In oysters the activity of type I cells varies during the year; the neurosecretory material accumulates in January and reaches a maximum in March. The number of cells containing secretion decreases between April and September; the cells are emptying between October and December. In freshwater mussel, D. polymorpha, the neurosecretory material begins to accumulate in the cerebral ganglia in autumn; maximum activity takes place during winter. A period of inactivity occurs in summer. In the visceral ganglia, the cycle is similar to that in the cerebral ganglia, but emptying takes place during summer (Antheunisse 1963). Blake (1972) examined the effect of temperature and starvation on neurosecretory activity and oogenesis in Argopecten (= Aegupecten) irradians population from Massachusetts, U.S.A. The annual cycle of neurosecretory activity of the population was divided into five stages based on changes in size, granulation, and vacuolization of the neurons. The neurosecretory cycle stages were found to coincide with the following stages in oogenesis: stage I, vegetative or resting stage with primary germ cells; stage II, oogonia and early oocytes; stage III, cytoplasmic growth phase; stage IV, vitellogenesis and maturation; stage V, spawning. For the first 12 months, the neurosecretory cycle and reproductive cycle of the population were highly synchronous. Both cycles showed significant correlation with seasonal changes in temperature but not with each other.

in adult population of the tropical bivalve, /t. op/ma from the west coast of India, gametogenesis, followed by spawning and resting phases, occurs twice each year. Neurosecretory product begins to accumulate in the type I cells with the initiation of gametogenesis and reaches a maximum when the animals are mature (Nagabhushanam and Mane, 1973). Secretory granules in the neurosecretory cells decrease with spawning and are not seen in resting animals. The neurosecretory cycle and reproductive cycle closely parallel each other (Fig 1). In another adult population of the bivalve Crassostrea gryphoides from the west coast, gametogenesis, followed by maturation and spawning, occurs once in each year but a phenomenon of sex reversal has been reported during July and September and again in April and May (Mane and Nagabhushanam 1976). Secretory granules in type I cells increase during August with mature gonads and by November most of the type I cells containing secretory granules decreased with emptying of gonads. From February onwards once again the type I cells with secretory granules increase in number. This clearly indicates parallel relationship in
Plate 1, a-e. Effect of removal of cerebral ganglia in March in Karelusia opina on gonads from mature gonads. A, non-operated male; B, non-operated female; C, operated male; D, operated female; E, cerebral ganglion showing neurosecretory cells. (magnification X 400)
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neurosecretory cycle and reproductive cycle but the authors could not ascertain the role of type I neurosecretory cells during sex reversal since only a small population was in hermaphroditic condition (Fig 2).

Based on the situation of neurosecretory granules in the pear-shaped cells, in another tropical species, M. (=) viridis Nagabhushanam et al. (1972) determined successive stages of the neurosecretory cycle. Four stages recognized are, a) cells with uniform dispersed granules, b) cells with perinuclear concentration of granules, c) cells with accumulation of granules in the axon hillocks, and d) cells with granules in the proximal part of the axons. The authors found that the functioning of the neurosecretory cells in the same individual is not strictly at the same time but in any chosen individual most of the neurosecretory perikarya are more or less in the same stage. Thus, it has been suggested that the secretory granules first appear throughout the cytoplasm, then concentrates around the nucleus, followed by accumulation in axon hillock and in the proximal part of the axon. On the basis of these findings Mane (1986) reported seasonal changes in the stages of the neurosecretory cycle of cerebral and visceral ganglia of *P. viridis*. Stage (a) is distinguished by the scattered neurosecretory material in the cytoplasm when compared with other stages and this stage is found in maximum number of neurosecretory cells during post-monsoon and early part of summer, especially during October and April. Stage (b) is the intermediate stage wherein the neurosecretory material gets concentrated around the nucleus. This stage dominates in the cells during late summer and late post-monsoon. Stage (c) is distinguished by the accumulation of neurosecretory material in the hillock and this is seen in maximum number of cells during early monsoon and early winter. Stage (d) is so-called end phase of the neurosecretory cycle in which the neurosecretory material is found not only in the axon hillock but also in the proximate part of the axon. The maximum number of cells in this stage are found in late monsoon and late winter. This cycle showed that immediately after the reproduction maximum number of neurosecretory cells in stages (a) occur in April and October, thereafter stage (b) reaches peak in May and November and during July and January stage (c) dominates followed by stage (d) in August and February. Thus, discharge of neurosecretory material is much increased just before and during spawning.

In visceral ganglia the neurosecretory cells also show the maximum of various stages succeeding each other during the seasons of the year. Stage (a) and stage (b) have maxima during late summer and early monsoon and winter, whereas stage (c) and stage (d) during post-monsoon to early summer. Comparing the seasonal secretory stages of the neurosecretory cells from cerebral and visceral ganglia of *P. viridis* monsoon and late winter, whereas in visceral ganglia discharge continues to early summer (Fig 3).
Demonstration of the role of neurosecretion in the reproduction of bivalves has been difficult with standard surgical procedures. Bilateral ablation of cerebral ganglia during the resting phase and at the beginning of gametogenesis delays gametogenesis in *M. edulis*; the few gametes formed may undergo lysis before excitatory substance present in the gill cilia in the bivalve molluscs. Antheunisse (1963) who worked with freshwater animal *Dreissena polymorpha* has suggested that premature spawning may be a function of the intensity of the operative shock when ablating the ganglia. Antheunisse concluded that, in spite of a parallelism between the neurosecretory and reproductive cycles in this species, a direct causative relationship did not operate. Similarly, ablation of cerebral ganglia in *O. edulis* in July at the time of mature gonads releases gametes (Mane and Nagabhushanam 1976). In *P. viridis*, a large number of mussels operated in late June and early July at the time of mature gonads release gametes after cerebralelectomy, in contrast to those operated during previous and next period (Mane 1986). Operation of mussels in similar way in late winter give spawning reaction in few mussels compared to those operated in monsoon. The author further stated that comparing the spawning reaction in cerebralelectomized and viscerallectomized mussels, the latter do not show accelerated spawning as cerebralelectomized ones. Although cerebral ganglia appear to secrete neurosecretory substance during gametogenesis, it is impossible to decide the mechanism is nervous or hormonal in nature. If the activities of the neurohormones are important, removal of an internal inhibition, such as the neurosecretory product of the cerebral ganglia, may allow the animal to become receptive to external stimuli which then induce the release of the gametes.
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